Crimson River Populace Meeting
April 13th, 2006

In Attendance

Mordan, Sakura, Morgan, Celeste, Anton, Edward, Aesa, Einar, Ryuzo
Lord Mordan Peresenchenev opened the meeting at approximately 7:30 PM with the statement that the Shire is
currently under sanction and that the Kingdom requires a new seneschal. Einar Kveldulfson was nominated for this
position, no objections aired. Einar was affirmed as the new Seneshal. At this time Lord Mordan closed the meeting
and it was reopened by Einar.
Several officer positions vacant and needed to be filled. A herald needed, THL Celeste Courtenay de Montmorency
was nominated, no objections aired. THL Celeste appointed Herald by popular affirmation. Minister of Arts &
Sciences position vacant, Lord Edward MacTavish nominated, no objections aired, Lord Edward appointed Minister
of Arts & Sciences by popular affirmation. Position of Chatelaine vacant, Rebecca nominated, no objections aired,
Rebecca appointed to the position of Chatelaine by popular affirmation pending acceptance by the nominee. The
position of Chronicler vacant, Aesa orbjarnardttir nominated, no objections aired, sa appointed to the position of
Chronicler by popular affirmation. Lord Anton Hawkhelm stated that his wife Lady Andriet di Pisan wishes to step
down from the position of Exchequer. Sakura nominated to take over position, one condition stated and agreed
upon that she serve as deputy for a period of 2-3 months before assuming the office, Sakura will take over as
Exchequer upon completion of time as deputy.
Lord Edward proposed beginning a shire newsletter and posting monthly meeting minutes in it. Sir Morgan
Olander proposed mailing out said newsletter, positions were discussed and it was determined that all options
would be researched on the points of cost and time availability for the publishing of said newsletter.
Einar asked about event preparations at which time Lord Mordan (autocrat) reported. At this time there is no
precise date or location though the most likely place is the Cumberland Center. He has begun putting together the
features of the event. THL Celeste suggested a camp located here in town at which time Lord Mordan stated that
that site had been reviewed and determined unacceptable. Lord Edward proposed a Boy Scout camp near Gate 10
and after some discussion it was agreed that this site should be researched for cost and size. Sir Morgan proposed
the time frame of having a definite site by July and after discussion it was determined that, due to time frame
restrictions on posting events in the Kingdom newsletter that the site should be determined by mid-May.
Sakura suggested the idea of checking with other local groups to see if we could hold fundraiser luncheons at their
events. After some discussion it was agreed that this be looked into.
Sir Morgan brought up the subject of the yahoo-group. Einar has been attempting to get into contact with the
registered owner in order to have an officer take over the position. Until he can contact her Lord Anton will
attempt to access his old moderator login in order to change the out-of-date description. Sir Morgan suggested
that once the ownership issue of the group is resolved that all of the officers hold moderator positions.
Suggestion of producing a shire version of the Forward into the Past pamphlet was made and some discussion
occurred but no definite decision made.

